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Bejeweled 2 popcap

See more screenshots take the classic game of GEM-swapping to euphoric new height! Adapted from his predecessor, the Bejeweled 2 features four unique ways to play. Solve brain crafts in puzzle mode while up against the clock or kick back, relax and enjoy enduring modes. With evening-inspired backdrops planets, blasting new gems and special
bejeweled effects 2 is much more ruthless addictive than ever before! Look for similar articles by Categories Feedback With four unique ways and entries to play, blasting new game pieces and trembling-inspired backdrops planets, Bejeweled 2 is much more wild addictions than ever before. Besides the newly improved classic fashion, players can solve
hand-crafted teass in Puzzle mode, race against the clock in action, or kick back and relax with the new Kontinuel mode. This 2004 video game puzzle needs additional citation for verification. Please help improve this article by adding quotation to reliable sources. Materials that are not registered and removed. Finding Source: Bejeweled 2 – News · · JSTOR
(January 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this model message) Bejeled 2Developer(s) PopCap GameOberon Media (Xbox 360) Astraware (Windows Mobile) Pu PopCap GamesSony Online Entertainment (PSN) Electronic Arts (Android)Designer(s) Jason Kapalka [1] Composer(s) ) Peter HajbaserjeweledEng MobileKPlatfom(s)
WindowsmacOSBrowserFlashPlashPDA Palm OSWindows MobileiOSXbox 360XBLAiPodPlayStation 2PlayStation 3PlayStation Network PSN PS PlayStation PortableWiiwareSymbian^3AndroidBlackBerckry PlayBookRelease November 5 , 2004 WindowsNA: November 5, 2004[2] XBLANA : 22 November 2005EU: December 2, 2005 iPod ClassicNA:
September 12, 2006 iOS (discontinued)NA: 3 July 2008 Playstation 2NA: May 24, 2007EU: July 17, 2007 PlayStation 3NA: January 29, 2009EU: May 19, 2009[3] WiiWareNA: June 14, 2010EU: 31 December 2010 iOS (iPad-optimized)(discontinued)NA: 1 June 2010PAL: May 29, 2010JP: 2011 PlayStation PortableNA : June 29, 2010 AndroidW: February
19, 2011 Genre(s) PuzzzleMode(s) Single-Player Bejeweled 2 , also released as Bejeweled 2 Deluxe, is a tile-matching video game puzzle developed by PopCap Games, and the Bejeled Sequence. It includes extra game modes and features. Bejeweled 2 Deluxe released for the Xbox 360 as a downloadable game Xbox Live Arcade on November 22, 2005.
In 2007, the game was released on PlayStation 2 along with another PopCap game, AstroPop as a compilation two-game package as PopCap Hits! Volume 1. PopCap also released a version for iOS in 2008. The Bejeweled 2 was also released for PlayStation 3 on the PlayStation network on January 29, 2009, on The Wii Via WiiWare on June 14, 2010, and
on Portable PlayStation on June 29, 2010, and for Android. Similar to the original Bejeweled, Bejeweled 2 is based on the mechanical Shariki game. The goal of the game is to swap one gem with an adjacent one to form a chain of three or more gems in the same color. When such a dog is created, gems are disappeared, causing randomly generated gems
to fall from the top to take their place 'gems matched'. Sometimes, fall GEMS automatically line up, resulting in chain reactions. This is called a waterfall. There are several different modes of game available, including various secret game modes that can be accessed by beating levels of classics, Puzzle, Endurance, and action modes. The Classic Player tries
to match three to five of the same color gems together either horizontally or vertically. Each rightful move premium point of the play, which is declared at the bottom of the screen in the note bar. A normal exchange is three gems. Once swapped, three new gems come in. A gem card match creates a power gem. Power gems explode so more points are added
to the note bar. A match to five gems creates a hyper cube. When crossed, a hypercube ruined any of the same color gem he was crossing with. The game ends when no more moves can be made. Eventually, in supplying hyper cube (to prevent the player from running out of movement), the player scores away on 2.147.483.647 (231) by around 439 levels
and play continues. Action Mode is similar to classic, except that in Action mode, the note bar starts half full, slowly starts to retract, and it starts drying faster after each level. As the player scores, the bar gets longer. The player's score is worth more on the bar since it is hooks up. If the bar completely runs out, the game is over. Unlike classic mode, it's
impossible to run out of movement. Puzzle Puzzle Mode is made up of several different scenarios. Each scenario can be resolved by clearing the level of Gems using a certain combination of moves. There are also several unique gem, including Bombs and Stones. The player progresses by completing the games on the planet. After four games on the
scenario are complete, the player can move on to the next scenario, or complete the current scenario by completing the last puzzle on the planet. The player can undo a motion if it were a mistake. The player can also use suggestions to help them. Suggestions will also tell the player that they need to undo a few matches up to a point where the puzzle can
be resolved. Puzzle does not appear in the iOS and Android versions of the game. Endless ending is an untimed and never-ending version of The Bejeweled 2. The player can make moves at whatever pace they want, without the worry of running out of movement. The scores for various GEM combinations remain constant, regardless of the level. This game
is intended to be relaxing or for beginners. At 281 level games, Kontinuel offers up a new additional mode called Finite. Finite is not available in the iOS version of the game. Blitz Main Article: Bejeweled Bejeweled Blitz released as an add-on for the iOS version of Bejeweled 2. It had features like multiplying with extra special gem. Results note in this mode
can be uploaded to Facebook. Coins impacted during the game can be used to buy Supplement that gives the player certain power-ups while playing. It was also used to be available on Google+, but it was removed from the site. Secret mode Contains four modes at the beginning of the game, but secret modes can be discovered. If one secret mode hasn't
been locked, a? button will appear as below screenshot on the warp ring on the main menu, and click it will show the secret modes. The secret modes do not appear in the WiiWare and mobile versions. Twilight If the player reaches Level 18 of Classic Mode, the Twilight Mode will be unlocked. The mode acts like Classic Mode, but the pitch for all sounds is
lower, the speed slows, and all the backdrops are dark and reversed over. The gravity of the Gems changes every time a movement is made. This hyper mode is unlocked after reaching Level 9 in Action mode. The mode of playing the same, except that the game is speed up, it sounds the secondary pitched. If the player matches quickly they can get more
scores on their matches than they usually do. The finite player must reach level 281 at Kontinuel Mode. The game acts like Action Mode, but the time bar decreases slower than Stock and Hyper. The Rock (Coal) and GEM bombs from Puzzle Mode appear. Points only provided from explosions (exploding from power or gem bombs, or destruction from The
Hyper Cube), and the backdrops have their money changed. The progress bar will only add up if they use special gem. Cognito Unlocked doesn't complete all 80 puzzle Games in puzzle mode. Works like Puzzle Mode, but with a note. When a puzzle is completed, the progress bar increases. When full up completely, the player goes to the next level. The
game ends when all 80 layers' games are finished. If the player uses a suggestion, they won't give any point of matching gems in that Puzzle, and the progress bar doesn't increase for that Puzzle, though defeat is used. Original A secret mode found by hovering over four clock game modes eight times on the menu. The gameplay is identical to Bejeweled,
with no power-up gems. Reference^ Bejeweled 2 Read: Credit Archive June 1, 2010, in The Wayback Machine^ Bejeweled 2 Readme Archives June 1, 2010, in The Wayback Machine^ Bejeweled 2 of PSN links external official Retrieved from Favorite click to add this game to your favorites. Current rate: 4.1 out of 382 votes. The popularity of 1,725,974 this
game has been played 1,725,974 times. Game Related Bejeweled 1 One
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